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SKU DESCRIPTION LIST MAP 

350645-1 MK-FS48 Spine Mount Rod 4”  $ 69.00 $ 69.00 

350645-2 MK-FS48 Spine Mount Coupler $ 89.00 $ 89.00 

350645-1 MK-FS48 Spine Mount Rod 4” 

Whether mounting an individual Kino Flo FreeStyle LED Tube or a built out 
lighting rig of tubes, the MK-FS48 Spine Mount Rod 4” is the critical mounting 
piece when connecting it all to a stand or structure.  One side slides into the 
aluminum spine on the FreeStyle LED Tube and the other side, the 4” rod, will 
fit in every size of grip head.  
 
It’s a tools-free system thanks to the built in thumbwheel that secures the 
mount to the spine.  MK-FS48 accessories are strategically knurled for 
stronger grip requiring less torque for tightening. They are ergonomically 
formulated for one-handed use.    
  

350645-2 MK-FS48 Spine Mount Coupler  
Connecting Kino Flo FreeStyle 4 LED Tubes in a row or at an angle requires the 
MK-FS48 Spine Mount Coupler. One side attaches to the aluminum spine of 
the Kino Flo FreeStyle LED tube and the other side has two 3/8” female 
receivers.  Attach the Spine Mount Coupler to the aluminum spine on the 
FreeStyle LED Tube, tighten with the knurled thumbwheel, and connect via a 
Matthews 3/8” Rod to another tube with another MK-FS48 Spine Mount 
Coupler. Continue doing this until you have the design you want and then use 
the MK-FS48 Spine Mount Rod 4” to attach your lighting rig to a grip head.  
 
It’s a tools-free system thanks to the built in thumbwheel that secures the 
mount to the spine and the wing knobs that secure the 3/8” rods.  MK-FS48 
accessories are strategically knurled for stronger grip requiring less torque for 
tightening. They are ergonomically formulated for one-handed use.   
 
KEY FEATURES 
 Mount Kino Flo FreeStyle 4 LED tubes to any grip head 
 Integrate Kino Flo FreeStyle 4 LED tubes into any set 
 Invisible mounting system 
 Reflection resistant 
 One-Handed operation 

 
  
 
 

 

 

 

MARKETING ASSETS  

Showroom One Sheet, Tags, Online Images, Video, more 

available at the MSE Branding Site: 

www.msegrip.com/branding  

IMPORTANT DATES 

AVAILABLE TO ORDER April 1, 2019 

BEGINS SHIPPING May 30, 2019 

ADVERTISING EMBARGO 
(NOT BEFORE THIS DATE) 

April 1, 2019 
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